Exciting updates from UNOLS & the Academic Research Fleet

UNOLS News

Recent Vessel Cruise Tracks are now available in MFP.

RV MARCUS G LANGSETH in Everett, WA.

Fleet Highlights

New Committee Members

My Thank You to Outgoing Committee Members

New Committee Members

Steve D’hondt/URI - FIC Chair

Kipp Shearman/OSU - FIC Chair
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Rick Keil/UW - FIC Member
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Community Updates

VRSS 11th Edition of UNOLS Research Vessel Safety Standards (UNOLS RVSS)

Standards (UNOLS RVSS)

11th Edition of UNOLS Research Vessel Safety Standards (UNOLS RVSS)

11th Edition of UNOLS Research Vessel Safety Standards (UNOLS RVSS)

The project's goal was to determine how the ocean's features interact with the atmosphere and how these interactions affect the climate. The project ventured up to the Northern Chukchi Borderland and the Chukchi Lowlands, where researchers collected data on the ocean's temperature, salinity, and currents. The data collected will be used to improve models of the ocean's behavior and to better understand the impact of climate change on the region.
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OET, UW, the RV THOMPSON, ROV JASON and EV NAUTILUS teams

the lost ROVs finishing up a highly successful OOI-Cabled Array cruise.

The Ocean Exploration Trust (OET) sought out alternatives for

recovery of OET's ROV'S Hercules and Argus

Bravo Zulu to the crew of RV OCEANUS on their successful rescue of a

very happy to survive and grateful to the RV OCEANUS and the crew.

provided with dry clothes and blankets. The 68-year-old fisherman was

inform the crew they should prepare for a rescue. The RV OCEANUS

operations would need to end and all equipment must be removed from

were up to 15 feet high and very steep. A nearby commercial fishing

rescue saving a man from a sinking vessel. On Saturday August 28th at

from a sinking fishing boat

RV OCEANUS involved in rescuing the Master

and be recovered by the EV NAUTILUS. Then ROV JASON attached a

September, after a survey of the area and the two vehicles, the rescue

came together and worked quickly to develop a recovery plan. On 1
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The cruise took the SIKLUIAQ to its northernmost point yet - almost

refraction data to determine the history of these two features. The

bottom profiler data and multi-channel seismic reflection (MCS) and

The project ventured up to the Northern Chukchi Borderland and the

Bernard Coakley/UAF. The project's goal was to determine how the

ocean's features interact with the atmosphere and how these interactions affect the climate. The project ventured up to the Northern Chukchi Borderland and the Chukchi Lowlands, where researchers collected data on the ocean's temperature, salinity, and currents. The data collected will be used to improve models of the ocean's behavior and to better understand the impact of climate change on the region.
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